
THE SUBTLE ENEMIES OF YOUR ANOINTING

Peace in a negative situation

Upbraiding

Indecisive

Leaning to own understanding

Give grudgingly

Limiting God
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BEING COMPASSIONATE

ANOINTING EXPLOITATIONS

CONTRAST CHARACTERISTICS

When dealing with others, you go from ...

to... BEING COMBATIVE

Bitterness

Vain conversation

Enticed

Wavering

Judgment without mercy

Mire

This statement gives us a behind the scenes look 

into the enemy’s plan of attack. Biblically, these are 

the little foxes that spoil the vine; little leaven that 

leavens the whole lump; an occasion to fall, or 

something that weakens our walk. These are also 

ways that may seem right, but end in destruction. 

Song of Solomon 2:15                                 

PLEASANT KNOWLEDGE

This situation arises when wisdom enters into your 

heart and knowledge is pleasant to your soul. The 

enemy will use enticing words, fair speech, and your 

own desire to lure you outside of your anointing.  

However, you are not fully persuaded, signifying it is 

an angel of light. Pleasant knowledge is being used 

to draw you into your anti-anointing. 
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The contrast characteristics allow us to identify 

when we have moved from our wise house to our 

foolish house; when we hit the mark or miss the 

mark. The contrast characteristics are aligned to our 

birthday anointing. 

Inhabitants

Unclean hands

Standing idle

Stinketh (foolishness)

Offended

Fearing
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ANOINTING HINDRANCES

This statement gives us insight into the enemy’s plan of attack: And 

conspired all of them together to come and to fight against Jerusalem, 

and to hinder it. (Nehemiah 4:8)  Their purpose is to cause the work 

to cease.

…John

...if you will not drive out the inhabitants of the land from before you; then it shall come to pass, that those 

which you let remain of them shall be pricks in your eyes, and thorns in your side, and shall vex you in 

the land wherein you dwell. Moreover it shall come to pass, that I shall do unto you as I thought to do unto 

them. Numbers 33:55-56
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HOUSE DIVIDED WATCH

When your negative emotions are not garnered, you 

wiil not be able to handle the contradictions of life. 

You will faint and be weary in your mind. Your 

watch is your defense. Your confession will protect 

you against the onslaught of the enemy or it will 

divide you from your anointing.

Your failure to watch will...

Confession of FinishingSeparate you from your


